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Supportworks Adds Push Pier
Model PP237 to IAPMO ER-289
Supportworks is pleased to announce the addition
of the Model PP237 push pier system to our
existing push pier evaluation report, IAPMO ER-

concrete with a maximum concrete compressive
strength of 2,500 psi. In both test procedures,
load is applied incrementally until the samples

With a 15-kip maximum allowable capacity, the
PP237 system is well suited for underpinning
(and lifting/stabilizing) lighter structures such

289. The updated evaluation report now includes
Models PP237 (2.375-inch O.D.) and PP288
(2.875-inch O.D.) and confirms conformance to
the 2018 and earlier versions of the International
Building Code (IBC). The evaluated PP237
system includes an under-footing (side-load)
retrofit bracket, 48-inch external sleeve, 36inch long pier tubes and a 50-inch long starter
tube with a friction reduction collar on the lead
end. The 2.375-inch O.D. pier tubes and starter
tubes have a wall thickness of 0.154 inch and are
connected with slip-fit couplings for compressiononly applications. The PP237 system is available
either in plain steel or hot-dip galvanized finish for
additional corrosion resistance.

(or concrete) reach maximum capacity.

as single-story residences, garages, porches,
stairways, etc. The PP237 system also has
the potential advantage over larger push pier
systems of penetrating the soil to a greater
depth under a similar drive force. The PP237
starter tube simply has a smaller end area
which would then exert a higher tip pressure
to the soil. This could be a consideration when
underpinning lighter structures in order to
advance the piers to deeper, more
competent soils without first mobilizing or
lifting the building.

Evaluation
Process
and Results
The IAPMO evaluation
included compression
testing of the shaft/
coupling
and
compression testing
of the retrofit bracket
with
an
external
sleeve and shaft. Shaft
compression
tests
are performed in a
standard compression
test machine on a
Shaft compression
test setup
vertical sample that
is 36 inches long with a coupling located at the
midpoint. The bracket compression tests are
performed horizontally against a 3-foot cube of

Bracket compression test setup

The averages of the test results are scaled to
account for a reduction in steel thickness due to
corrosion over a period of 50 years. The corrosion
loss rates are based on moderately corrosive soil
properties. The soil allowable capacity is also part
of the evaluation and is based on the maximum
drive force of the system with a factor of safety
of two applied. The push pier system allowable
capacity is then determined as the lowest of
the shaft, bracket and soil allowable capacities.
Based on the evaluation, the Model PP237 system
has an allowable compression capacity of 12.9
kips in plain steel finish and 15.0 kips with a hotdip galvanized finish.

Applications
Push pier systems utilize the existing structure
and any influence from the surrounding soils
as the reaction to advance the pier sections. A
detailed discussion of push pier history, design
and installation can be found within Chapter 2 of
the Supportworks Technical Manual. An electronic
version of the technical manual can be found on
our commercial website, OnStableGround.com.

Bottom Line
Supportworks is committed to being the leading
manufacturer of push pier foundation systems
by providing quality, dependable products and
a level of technical support unmatched within
the industry. The Supportworks standard line of
push pier systems have shaft diameters ranging
from 2.375 inches to 4 inches, with brackets
designed for under-footing (side-load) or wallmount applications, as well as concentric
brackets to be installed beneath the center
of the footing and wall load. Supportworks is
proud to have yet another foundation system
evaluated for code compliance and understands
the importance of having evaluation reports
available for use by design professionals and
code officials. A copy of the new evaluation
report can be downloaded from either the IAPMO
website (uniform-es.org) or the Supportworks
commercial website (OnStableGround.com).
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Project: Building Renovation
Location: Smyrna, GA
Pile Installer: Foundation Supportworks® of Georgia

Challenge: Renovations were planned to a vacant end unit
of a strip mall. The rear left corner of the unit had settled as
much as 2 inches, evident by a large diagonal, stepped crack
in the exterior CMU block wall. It was discovered that the
entire strip mall had been constructed over an existing parking
lot with up to 20 feet of fill soils below. The owners wished to
stabilize the settling portion of the building and lift the corner
of the unit back toward level, if possible. The renovation would
also include the construction of a freezer addition on the side of
the building. Based on the presence of underlying fill materials,
deep foundation support was specified for both the repair of the
existing building and support for the proposed addition.
Solution: Hydraulically-driven push piers were chosen to
stabilize and lift the existing structure. A total of fourteen (14)
Model 288 (2.875-inch O.D. by 0.165-inch wall) push piers were
installed at a 5-foot maximum center-to-center spacing along
the walls of the settling building corner. The continuous wall
footings were notched to allow the side-load retrofit brackets
to extend beneath the foundation wall. The push piers were
driven to approximate depths from 20 to 39 feet to achieve
a target drive pressure of 3,000 psi (drive load of 28.8 kips).
After the piers were driven individually, they were connected in
series with hydraulic-lift cylinders and simultaneously loaded to
lift the corner of the structure as much as 1.5 inches toward its
original elevation.
The foundation design for the proposed addition included nine
(9) Model 287 (2.875-inch O.D. by 0.203-inch wall) round shaft
helical piles with an 8”-10” double-helix lead section. A 16 kip
ultimate capacity was originally specified for the helical piles;
however, at the engineer’s request, the piles were advanced to
depths from 19 to 25 feet below the ground surface to achieve
a final installation torque of at least 2,500 ft-lb, correlating to an
ultimate capacity of at least 22.5 kips. Installation of the push
piers and helical piles was completed in just four working days.

Upcoming
Webinar
Opportunities

End of strip mall to be renovated

Rear left corner of building showing
signs of settlement

Installing push piers below
existing footing

Installing helical pile
lead section

Cutting helical piles to design elevation
with portable bandsaw

An Introduction to
Helical Foundation
Systems

An Introduction to
Polyurethane Foam
Injection

An Introduction to
Hydraulically Driven
Push Pier Systems

1st Wednesday of every
month 11:30 am (CT)
and 1:30 pm (CT)

2nd Wednesday of every
month 11:30 am (CT)
and 1:30 pm (CT)

3rd Wednesday of every
month 11:30 am (CT)
and 1:30 pm (CT)
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Project: School Underpinning
Location: St. Louis, MO
Pile Installer: Foundation Supportworks® by Woods

Challenge: A 5,200 square-foot, two-story addition was proposed for the
existing 6,800 square-foot school building. The continuous footing and three
column pad locations along the east wall of the existing building required
underpinning to stabilize the structure during construction of the addition.
However, the steep downward slope east of the existing building would limit
access to construction equipment for these underpinning operations. The
geotechnical investigation identified a soil profile consisting of rocky soils with
cobbles above bedrock at a depth of 12 feet.
Solution: Push piers were selected as the optimal foundation support option
based on the limited equipment access and the soil stratigraphy. Helical
piles could have difficulty penetrating through the cobbly soil in order to bear
on or within the bedrock and may not be able to provide torque correlated

School existing view

Pocket excavations at existing column locations

Drive stand and drive cylinder set on bracket

To sign up, email us at training@supportworks.com
with the following information:

• Location of firm

Ten (10) Model 288 push piers with 48-inch external sleeves were installed
along the east wall of the existing building to average depths of about 12
feet. The estimated design load for the push piers was 15 kips. The push
piers were installed to a minimum drive force of 48.1 kips and the piers were
locked off at 28.9 kips. The final drive force provided a factor of safety of
3.2 for the 15 kip estimated design load. The 10 piers were installed and the
excavations were backfilled and compacted in one day.

Artist rendering of the proposed building addition

External sleeve and starter tube placed through bracket

• Name of the firm

capacities if spin off were to occur at the bedrock surface. Additionally,
the work would be performed adjacent to a classroom while school was in
session and noise levels from helical pile installation equipment could have
been disrupting.

• Approximate number of
engineers/architects/GCs
that will be in attendance

Supportworks® Inc. is an approved provider of continuing education credits
through the ACEC RCEP and the Florida State Board of Engineers.

Connecting lift cylinder at pier location

HelixPro ® 2.0 Design Software
A state-of-the-art program that allows you to calculate bearing
and uplift capacities of Supportworks helical piles as well as
tension capacities of Supportworks helical tiebacks as they
pertain to specific site and soil parameters.
Register today to use this FREE program:
www.helixpro.supportworks.com

YOUR LOCAL DEALER

For more information about Supportworks, Inc.,
or to locate a Supportworks dealer in your area,
please visit supportworks.com or call 800.281.8545.
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What’s Inside
Supportworks Adds Push Pier
Model PP237 to IAPMO ER-289
F E AT U R E D C A S E S T U D I E S :

Building Renovation – Smyrna, GA

School Underpinning – St. Louis, MO

Foundation Supportworks of Georgia

Foundation Supportworks® by Woods
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